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To improve the efficiency of cable force adjustment of composite saddle anchor span of single-tower single-span ground-anchored
suspension bridge, a strain incremental adjustment method is proposed./e analytical calculation model is established according
to the relative spatial position of the cable strand and the saddle groove of the composite saddle, and the target cable force of the
cable strands is calculated by the target position of the composite saddle in the cable-stayed bridge and construction phases.
Considering the coupling relationship between the cable strand and the composite saddle, the calculation formula of the change in
main span main cable force and anchor span cable force after the adjustment of a single cable strand is derived. Based on the
condition of equilibrium of forces along the slip surface of the composite saddle, the slip amount of composite saddle after a round
of cable strand adjustment is obtained, then the adjustment amount of actual construction of the cable strands is also obtained
through the strain incremental adjustment method. With the help of a numerical simulation platform, the calculation program of
the cable force adjustment of composite saddle anchor span is established by an iterative solution method. In this paper, taking the
Jinsha River Bridge at Hutiao Gorge as a research object, the adjustment of cable force of composite saddle anchor span is analyzed
and calculated. /e research results indicate that the calculated cable force is obtained by the strain incremental adjustment
method, and it is similar to the measured cable force. /e cable strand adjustment and optimization method avoids excessive
repeated stretching and relaxation of a single cable strand in the process of multiple rounds of cable strand adjustment and reduces
the amount of construction adjustment. /is method can effectively reduce the times of cable strand adjustment and improve the
efficiency of adjusting the anchor span cable force.

1. Introduction

/e single-tower single-span ground-anchored suspension
bridge has only one tower, and the other end of the main
cable is anchored on the tunnel anchor bolt after passing the
composite saddle structure. /is type of bridge is fully
adapted to the steep terrain of the mountain, reducing a
bridge tower and a side span. Compared with the common
saddle of the multitower suspension bridge, the composite
saddle on the single-tower suspension bridge has the
functions of both tower saddle and splay saddle. /e change
of the saddle position will lead to the change of the main
cable shape of the main span and the anchor span cable

force. /e anchor span of the composite saddle is controlled
by the cable strand tension [1–3], and the accuracy of cable
force adjustment will affect the reliability of the overall
structure of the suspension bridge [4–9]. /e composite
saddle is directly connected with the main cable of the main
span. Compared with the force at both ends of the splay
saddle, the force at both ends of the composite saddle is
greater, and the requirements of the adjustment accuracy of
the cable forces are higher. /erefore, it is still difficult to
adjust the anchor span cable force of the composite saddle
quickly and accurately.

In the process of cable strand construction adjustment,
the difference between the measured cable force and the
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target cable force is usually used to determine the adjustment
amount [10]. /is method does not take into account the
coupling relationship between the cable strand and the cable
saddle. After the adjustment of a single cable strand, the
change of the cable force will change the position of the cable
saddle.When the position of the endpoint of the cable strand
changes, the cable force of the adjusted cable strand cannot
reach the target cable force through a round of adjustment,
and the efficiency and the accuracy of cable strand adjust-
ment are greatly reduced. At present, there is little research
on composite saddle structure, which is basically in the
phase of the model test [11]. For the research of the ad-
justment method of the anchor span cable force, most of
them take the splay saddle structure as the research object.
/rough the analysis of the spatial geometric relationship of
cable strands [12–14], the cable force of the splay saddle at
the target position is obtained. Considering the influence of
temperature on cable strand tension, the cable strand ten-
sion adjustment method under the influence of temperature
change is obtained [15]. For the measured cable force,
boundary constraints, stiffness, and material characteristics
of cable strand are mainly considered [10, 16–20]. /e ac-
curately measured frequency is obtained by the energy
method and the frequency method, to improve the mea-
surement accuracy of cable force.

To quickly and accurately control the composite saddle
anchor span, this paper establishes the calculation method of
strain incremental adjustment of composite saddle anchor
span of single-tower single-span ground-anchored suspen-
sion bridge and develops the numerical simulation program
with the help of programming software [21–23]. According
to the relative spatial position of the cable strand and the
composite saddle, the target cable force of the composite
saddle at the target position is obtained. /e coupling re-
lationship between the cable strand and the composite
saddle in the cable strand adjustment phase is analyzed, and
the actual adjustment amount of the cable strand is obtained
by the strain increment method, so that the purpose of
accurate cable strand adjustment can be realized through a
round of adjustment theoretically. /e method is applied to
the process of the cable strand adjustment calculation, and
the practicability of the method is verified by comparing the
field measured data.

2. Structure of Composite Saddle and
Characteristics of Anchor Span Cable Strand

2.1. Structural Characteristics of the Composite Saddle.
/e composite saddle is a unique structure of a single-tower
single-span ground-anchored suspension bridge. It is lo-
cated on the buttress platform between the main span and
the anchor span and plays the role of supporting, deflecting,
and dispersing the main cable. Its structure is shown in
Figure 1. /e composite saddle changes the span of the
main span and the anchor span through the activity of the
bottom roller shaft, to balance the force at both ends of the
saddle. Compared with the deflection angle of the main
cable and the cable strand of the traditional rock shaft splay
saddle, the deflection angle of the main cable and the

anchor span cable strand at both ends of the composite
saddle is larger, and the radial force of the main cable and
the cable strand is larger.

2.2. Distribution Characteristics of Anchor SpanCable Strand.
/e cable strand is a spatial curve in the saddle groove of the
composite saddle. /rough the top and side view of the cable
saddle, the deflection of the cable strand can be divided into
horizontal bending and vertical bending. /e horizontal
bending curve is an arc segment with a small angle on a
circle, and the vertical bending curve is an arc segment with a
multisegment radius gradually decreasing. As shown in
Figure 2, the cable strand passes through the starting point of
vertical bending (Point a), the fixed point (Point b), the
starting point of horizontal bending (Point c), the endpoint
of horizontal bending (Point d), and the endpoint of vertical
bending (Point e) in turn in the saddle groove. /e cable
strand starts vertical bending deflection first and then
horizontal bending deflection. /e cable strand ends the
horizontal bending deflection first, then the vertical bending
deflection, and finally be pulled to the position of the cor-
responding anchor point on the anchor surface. /e com-
posite saddle slides in the longitudinal direction along the
horizontal plane of the buttress, which changes the tangent
point of the cable strand at the anchor span side in the saddle
groove, resulting in the changes of the coordinates of Point e,
the unstressed length of the suspended segment of the cable
strand and the cable force of the cable strand.

3. Calculation Principle of Anchor Span Cable
Strand Adjustment

Basic assumptions, ① the cable strand is an ideal flexible
cable with small deformation, which satisfies Hooke’s law,
and the section deformation can be ignored. ② /e de-
formation of the composite saddle is very small and can be
ignored in the process of cable force adjustment. ③ /e
cable strand does not slide relatively in the saddle groove.④
In the process of cable force adjustment, the stiffness of the
main tower is large enough, and the offset is small, and the
change of the main span caused by it can be ignored.

3.1. Basic Principle of Anchor Span Cable Strand Adjustment.
/e anchor span is controlled by the cable strand tension.
When the cable force of each cable strand can reach the
target cable force, the composite saddle can slide to the target
position through the cable force adjustment. Before the cable
force adjustment, the measured cable force is obtained by
field measurement, and the theoretical target cable force is
calculated by the analytical method. /e difference of cable
force is calculated by the measured cable force and the target
cable force, and then the actual adjustment of the cable
strand can be obtained by iterative solution.

According to the relative spatial position of cable strands
in the cable-stayed bridge state, the horizontal bending and
the vertical bending angles of cable strands are calculated,
then the unstressed length from Point b to the anchor point
of cable strands in the anchor span is calculated. /e
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unstressed length represents the original length of the cable
strand when there is no force on the cable strand. /ere is a
certain offset between the position of the composite saddle in
the construction phase and that in the cable-stayed bridge
phase. According to the unstressed length of the cable strand
and the target offset of the composite saddle, the target cable
force can be calculated. By comparing the target cable force
with the measured cable force, the initial value of the cable
strand adjustment can be calculated by using the pitch
method [10]. /rough the difference of cable force and the
longitudinal tensile stiffness of cable strand, the rotation
direction and the number of turns of the bolt are calculated
by the pitch method.

Because the composite saddle will slip during cable
strand adjustment, the actual strain after cable strand ad-
justment deviates from the calculated value, and the
remaining cable strands will produce strain increment due to
the slide of the composite saddle. /e strain incremental
adjustment method can obtain the adjustment amount of
actual construction by superimposing the adjustment
amount of change of multiple rounds of cable strand ad-
justment. According to the initial value of cable strand
adjustment, a round of adjustment of all cable strands can be
calculated. Considering the coupling relationship between
the cable strand and the composite saddle, the strain in-
crement of all cable strands after adjustment of each cable
strand can be calculated, and then the change of actual
adjustment amount is obtained. /rough multiple rounds of
cycle iterative calculation, the cable forces of all cable strands
approach the target cable force. /rough superimposing the

cable force adjustment amount caused by multiple rounds of
strain increment of each cable strand, the adjustment
amount of actual construction of cable strand can be
obtained.

3.2. Calculation of Horizontal and Vertical Bending Angles.
According to the spatial trend of the cable strand in the
saddle groove and the cable strand of the suspended seg-
ment, the analytical calculation model of cable force of cable
strand is established. In the process of calculating the target
cable force, the problem of calculating the deflection angle of
the cable strand will be encountered. According to the spatial
distribution of the cable strand in the saddle groove, the
spatial curve of the cable strand is divided into horizontal
bending and vertical bending. Under the horizontal bending
coordinate system, the horizontal bending angle of the cable
strand can be calculated. /e approximate calculation
method of horizontal bending angle θ is shown in Figure 3.

In the figure, A, B, and C are Point c, Point d, and the
anchor point, and R0 is the horizontal bending radius. φ and
x1 are the auxiliary angle and the auxiliary line. /e lon-
gitudinal direction of the bridge is the X-axis, the transverse
direction of the bridge is the Y-axis, and the vertical di-
rection is the Z-axis. Δx0 and Δy0 are the difference of the
coordinates between Point c and the anchor point. It can be
seen from Figure 3, φ can be written as

ϕ � arctan
Δy0

Δx0
. (1)

Compared with the anchor span, the offset caused by the
angle of the cable strand is very small, and φ is approximately
equal to θ. x1 can be written as

x1 � R0 tan
ϕ
2

. (2)

/e corrected horizontal bending angle θ is

θ � arctan
Δy0

Δx0 − x1
. (3)

Similarly, according to the coordinates of Point a and the
anchor point under the vertical bending plane, the radii of
different circular arc segments are brought in to calculate the
vertical bending angle by the above method. /e circular arc
segment where Point e is located is judged by the calculated
vertical bending angle, and the radius of the circular arc
segment is the same as that used in calculating the vertical
bending angle, then the calculated vertical bending angle is
accurate. According to the intersection coordinates between
the circular arc segments, the coordinates of Point e are
calculated through the vertical bending angle and the radius
of the circular arc segment. θHi and θVi represent horizontal
and vertical bending angles of the ith cable strand.

3.3. Calculation of a Round of Cable Strand Adjustment.
Under the action of uniformly distributed load along the
cable length, the shape of the suspension segment is catenary
[24–34]. /e cable segment from Point e to the anchor point

Main span side
of saddle Saddle groove

Anchor span side
of saddle

Figure 1: Structural drawing of the composite saddle.

Point a
Point bPoint cPoint d

Point e

Center cable strand
of main cable

Main 
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Anchor 
span side

Figure 2: Side view of the composite saddle.
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is catenary, while the main cable shape of the main span in
the cable-stayed bridge state is segmented catenary with

concentrated force, and the analytical solution of the cate-
nary is
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where W � wS0, w is the self-weight intensity, and l and h
are the span and the elevation difference of both endpoints.
S0 is the unstressed length, and H and V are the horizontal
and vertical force at the cable end. E and A are the elastic
modulus and the section area of the suspension segment.

Considering the influence of temperature on the un-
stressed length and the self-weight intensity of the cable
segment, the catenary formula at a certain temperature can
be derived by replacing S0t and w0:

S0t � (1 + λΔt)S0,

w0 �
w

1 + λΔt
,

(5)

where S0t and w0 are the unstressed lengths and the self-
weight intensity of the suspension segment at a certain

temperature. λ is the coefficient of temperature expansion,
and Δt is the temperature difference.

Segmented catenary with concentrated force is as shown
in Figure 4. /e horizontal force Hi and the vertical force Vi
at the left end of the ith segment are

Hi � H,

Vi � Vi−1 − wS0,i−1 − Pi−1 � V − 
i−1

j�1
wS0j − 

i−1

j�1
Pj,

(6)

where Pi is the concentrated force of the ith sling on themain
cable. S0i is the unstressed length of the ith suspension cable,
and S0,i−1 is the unstressed length of the (i− 1)th suspension
cable. /rough bringing in the above formula, the analytical
solution of the segmented catenary is
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(7)
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Figure 3: Calculation of horizontal bending angle of anchor span cable strand.
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For the above formula, the complete differential ofH and
V is

dl

dh
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where R is the flexibility matrix, dl and dh are the differential
form of span l and elevation difference h./e stiffness matrix
is K�R−1.

According to the checking calculation, the change of
sling force caused by the slide of the composite saddle has
little impact on the horizontal component of main cable
tension in the whole process of cable strand adjustment
construction, then the sling cable force can be regarded as a
fixed value. When the slip amount of composite saddle is ΔS,
the amount ΔH and ΔV of change of cable force of the main
span is

ΔH

ΔV
  � K

ΔS

0
 . (9)

After the ith cable strand adjustment, the slip amount of
the composite saddle is ΔSi. /e component of change of the
main cable tension of the main span along the horizontal
direction is ΔHi.

As the span from Point e to the anchor point is short, and
the cable force is large, the suspended segment of the cable
strand can be calculated as a straight line, and its spatial
position is as shown in Figure 5.O is the anchor point, andD
is Point e. /e plane XOZ is the vertical bending plane, and
the plane XOY is the horizontal bending plane. /e angle α
between theOD and its projection on the plane XOY and the
angle β between the projection and the X-axis can be

calculated. /en, the target cable force and the unstressed
length S0i under the target slip amount can be calculated, and
the adjustment amount Δli of cable strand by pitch method
can be calculated. /e coordinate difference Δx, Δy, and Δz
between Point e and the anchor point at the current position
can be obtained.

When adjusting the ith cable strand of anchor span, the
sum ΔFi of the amount of change of the cable force along the
sliding surface is

ΔFi � EA
Δli
S0i

cos αi cos βi − EA 

n

j�1

Δεj

S0j

cos αj cos βj , (10)
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j



,

(11)

where Δεj/S0j is the strain increment, and the angle αi be-
tween theOD of the ith cable strand and its projection on the
plane XOY and the angle βi between the projection and the
X-axis can be calculated. During the adjustment of the ith
strand, the process can be understood in two parts: the
change of the cable force of the ith strand and the change of
the cable force of all strands. In equation (10), the first half on
the right of the equal sign represents the cable force change
of the ith cable strand after it is adjusted according to the
initial adjustment, and the second half represents the sum of
the cable force changes of all cable strands after the ith cable
strand is adjusted. Δεj is the deformation after adjusting the
jth cable strand in equation (11).
ΔFi �ΔHi is obtained by the equilibrium relationship,

and the slip amount ΔSi can be calculated by iterative so-
lution. /e updated coordinates are Δxj

′�Δxj −ΔSi,
Δyj
′�Δyj and Δzj

′�Δzj, and (i+ 1)th adjustment amount is
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Figure 4: Segmented catenary with concentrated force.
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/e updated main span is li+1 � li+ΔSi, and li is the main
span after adjusting the ith strand. All cable strands are
cycled. After a round of cable strand adjustment, the sum of
the slip amount is

ΔS � 
n

i�1
ΔSi. (13)

When the composite saddle slides to the current posi-
tion, the force of each cable strand can be calculated. /e
force is

Ti
′ � Ti + EA

Δli −

��������������

Δx2
i + Δy2

i + Δz2i


+

��������������������

Δxi − ΔS( 
2

+ Δy2
i + Δz2

i



S0i

,

(14)

where Ti is the measured cable force and Ti
′ is calculated by

the strain increment of the cable strand. /e initial cable
force is updated to Ti

′ by the above formula. /e current
composite saddle position is regarded as the initial position,
Δxi
′�Δxi −ΔS, Δyi

′�Δyi, and Δzi
′�Δzi, and the main span is

l′� l+ΔS. /e initial adjustment amount of each strand
caused by strain increment is updated to

Δli′ �
��������������

Δx2
i + Δy2

i + Δz2
i



−

��������������������

Δxi − ΔS( 
2

+ Δy2
i + Δz2

i



.

(15)

/e difference ΔTi between the current cable force and
the target cable force is calculated circularly through the
above formula. When ΔTi meets the accuracy requirements,
the initial adjustment amount of each cable strand in the
overall cycle phase is superimposed to obtain the actual
adjustment amount of each anchor span cable strand. When
all cable strands are adjusted for m rounds, the difference
between the calculated cable forces and the target cable
forces of all cable strands can meet the accuracy require-
ments, and the adjustment amount of the actual con-
struction of the ith cable strand is

ΔLi � 
m

j�1
Δlij′, (16)

whereΔlij′ is the adjustment amount of the ith cable strand of
the jth round of cable strand adjustment.

4. Adjustment Method of Anchor Span Cable
Strand and Its Program Implementation

4.1. Calculation Process of Target Cable Force. According to
the position of the composite saddle and the spatial position
of the cable strand in the saddle groove under the cable-
stayed bridge phase, the analytical calculation model of the
cable strand is established with 18°C as the reference tem-
perature, and the unstressed length of all cable strands from
Point b to the anchor point is calculated. /e process is as
shown in Figure 6(a), which can be applied to calculate the
cable force at any construction phase. According to the slip
amount of composite saddle, the coordinates of Point a, the
span, and the elevation difference from Point e to the anchor
point can be calculated, and the anchor span cable force at
the current position of the composite saddle is calculated by
using the catenary formula. /is anchor span cable force is
the theoretical target cable force, and it is the cable force at
the anchor surface end of the cable strand. When the
composite saddle slides to the target position, this method
can also be used to calculate the cable force of each cable
strand. For example, the pre-bias position of the composite
saddle is known when there is no external load on the main
cable, and the target cable force at the anchor end can be
calculated according to the pre-bias position. /e process is
as shown in Figure 6(b), where the tangent angle represents
the angle between the tangent at point e and the X-axis.

In the process of calculating the length of the spatial curve
of the cable strand in the saddle groove, the stressed length is
approximately calculated by dividing the interpolation points.
/e stressed length represents the actual length of the cable

Z

Y

XO

D

α

β

Figure 5: Spatial position of the cable strand.
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strand under the action of force. According to the field ob-
servation and calculation, during the sliding process of the
composite saddle, most of Point d of the cable strands are in
the first circular arc saddle groove of the composite saddle,
and Point e is in the other circular arc saddle grooves. To
ensure that the actual length calculation of the cable strands in
the saddle groove has higher accuracy, the cable segment from
Point d to Point e needs to be divided into more interpolation
points. /rough the checking calculation, when it is divided
into 400 segments, the calculation of cable strand space curve
length has high accuracy, which can meet the actual calcu-
lation needs of the project.

4.2. Calculation Process of a Round of Cable Strand
Adjustment. /e target cable force, the initial adjustment
amount, and the cable force of each sling are known./rough
the calculation process of a round of adjustment of all cable
strands, the slip amount of composite saddle, the strain in-
crement of all cable strands, and the current cable force can be
calculated, and the calculation process is as shown in Figure 7.
If the difference between the current cable force and the target

cable force does not meet the accuracy requirements, it is
necessary to update the tangent point coordinates between the
composite saddle and the main cable of the main span, the
span of the main span, and the initial adjustment amount of
all cable strands for the iterative calculation of the second
round of cable strand adjustment.

4.3. Overall Calculation Process of Strain Incremental Ad-
justment Method. After a round of cable strand adjustment
calculation, the difference between the current cable force
and the target cable force of most cable strands often cannot
be within the required accuracy range, and multiple rounds
of cable strand adjustment calculation are required. A strain
incremental adjustment method is proposed to obtain the
adjustment amount of the actual construction. /e overall
calculation process is as follows:

(1) After a round of cable strand adjustment calculation,
the updated cable strand adjustment amount Δli′, the
span of main span l′, and the coordinates of Point e
are obtained.

Start

Circulating all cable strands

Calculating θHi and coordinates of point d

Calculating or correcting θHi 

Judging arc segment where point e is located 
and calculating coordinates of point e

Calculating coordinate difference 
between point e and anchor point

Difference meets 
accuracy requirements

Calculating coordinates of each
interpolation point of circular arc

Yes

No

Judging arc segment where
interpolation point is located

Calculating stressed length and deformation 
of cable strand in saddle groove

Calculating unstressed length of cable 
strand from anchor point to point b

All strands has been cycled

Outputting results
Yes

No

(a)

Calculating θHi and coordinates of point d

Calculating or correcting θHi 

Start

Circulating all cable strands

Judging arc segment where point e is located 
and calculating coordinates of point e

Judging arc segment where 
interpolation point is located

Calculating stressed length in the saddle groove and 
unstressed length of suspended section of cable strand

Calculating horizontal and 
vertical force at cable end

Yes

No

Calculating tangent angle 
between cable strand and saddle

Tangent angle difference 
meets accuracy requirements

Calculating cable force 
at anchor surface end

All strands has been cycled
Yes

No

Inputting slip amount of composite saddle

End

(b)

Figure 6: Calculation process of target cable force. (a) Calculation process of cable-stayed bridge phase and (b) calculation process of
construction phase.
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(2) /e slip amount of composite saddle after adjusting
all cable strands in a round is superimposed. /e
actual cable force of all cable strands at the current
position and the difference ΔTi between the actual
cable force and the target cable force are calculated,
and the error accuracy ε of all strands is determined.

(3) All cable strands errors meet the accuracy require-
ments, i.e., max|ΔTi|≤ ε. If not, the cable strand
adjustment is calculated again by returning to step 1,
and the sum of the slip amount of the composite
saddle after a round of adjustment calculation is
updated.

(4) After m rounds of cable strand adjustment calcu-
lation, all cable strands errors meet the accuracy
requirements. /e amount of change of cable strand
adjustment amount caused by strain increment in

each phase is superimposed, i.e., equation (16), to
obtain the adjustment amount of all cable strands in
actual construction.

5. Example Analysis

5.1. Project Description. /e Jinsha River Bridge at Hutiao
Gorge of Xiangli expressway is the single-tower single-span
ground-anchored suspension bridge with a main span of
766m. Due to the influence of topographic and geological
conditions [35–40], the anchor formof Lijiang bank is designed
as a gravity anchor, and the anchor form of Shangri La bank is
designed as a tunnel anchor./emain cable is composed of 97
cable strands, and each cable strand is composed of 127 gal-
vanized steel wires with a diameter of 5.4mm, with a tensile
strength of 1770MPa and an elastic modulus of 2.0×105MPa.
/e composite saddle is located between themain span and the
anchor span of Shangri La bank, and the anchor span is 30m,
overall layout is as shown in Figure 8.

5.2. Calculation and Program Verification of Target Cable
Force. After the erection of the main cable, the composite
saddle in the current position has occurred a slide of 82mm
towards the anchor span, compared with the composite
saddle of the cable-stayed bridge position. Before adjusting
the cable force, it is necessary tomeasure the initial cable force
of each cable strand at the anchor surface end of the cable
strand. /e measured initial cable force is shown in Figure 9.

Compared with the composite saddle of the cable-stayed
bridge position, the composite saddle in the pre-bias posi-
tion has occurred slide of 89mm towards the anchor span.
/e anchor span cable force is adjusted in multiple rounds so
that the cable force of all cable strands approaches the
theoretical value, and the composite saddle slides 7mm
towards the anchor span. /e theoretical value is calculated
by the finite element model. /e actual construction ad-
justment amount of multiple rounds of each cable strand is
superimposed. /e superposition value is as shown in
Figure 10, in which the positive value represents stretching
and the negative value represents relaxation.

According to the field measured data and the overall
structure calculation, the horizontal and vertical forces of the
main cable at the main span side of the composite saddle are
159183.8 kN and 58517.3 kN in the cable-stayed bridge
phase. When there is no external load on the main cable, the
pre-bias position of the composite saddle is taken as the
target position, and the target cable force can be calculated.
According to the program of the calculation process at the
cable-stayed bridge phase, the parameters such as the ten-
sion of the main cable, the arrangement position of the cable
strand in the saddle groove, the coordinates of the anchor
surface, and the measured temperature of 18.2°C are input,
and the unstressed length from Point b to the anchor point of
cable strand at the current temperature can be output. /e
calculated unstressed length at the cable-stayed bridge phase
is input. According to the program of the calculation process
of the construction phase, the target cable force of the cable
strand at the current temperature can be output, when the

Start

Circulating all cable strands

Assuming or modifying H and V

Calculating S0i and elevation difference 
of tangent points at both ends

Difference of tangent point elevation 
difference meets accuracy requirements

Yes

No

All strands has been cycled

Yes

No

Inputting adjustment 
amount of n cable strands

End

Calculating stiffness matrix K

Assuming and correcting ΔSi

Calculating ΔFi and ΔHi

Difference between sum of ΔFi and sum
of ΔHi meets accuracy requirements

No

Updating li, Δli, and cable strand
tangent point of anchor span

Yes

Calculating ΔS

Figure 7: Calculation process of a round of adjustment of all cable
strands.
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composite saddle is at the target position. /e anchor point
of the central cable strand is the coordinate origin of the
anchor surface. As shown in Figure 11, the lowest layer of
anchor surface cable strand is the first layer, and the up-
permost layer is the 21st layer. When there is no external
load on the main cable, the target cable force of the cable
strand is regular, and the cable force increases gradually
from the top to the bottom of the anchor surface.

By comparing the target cable force with the measured
cable force after the last round of cable strand adjustment,
the difference is shown in Figure 12.

It can be seen from Figure 12 that the difference after the
last round of cable strand adjustment is within 2 kN, which
proves that the target cable force calculated by the calcu-
lation program of the cable-stayed bridge and construction
phase has high accuracy.

Unit: m

1017
766 160 91

2152.683

2141.193

85
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2152.683
LijiangShangri La

Composite saddle

Figure 8: Overall layout of Jinsha River Bridge at Hutiao Gorge.
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5.3. Calculation and Optimization of Cable Strand
Adjustment. /e superposition value of multiple rounds of
actual construction adjustment amount is taken as the initial
adjustment amount of cable strands, and then the cable force
value after a round of cable strand adjustment is calculated.
To verify the practicability of the calculation program of a
round of adjustment of all cable strands, the calculated cable
force calculated by a round of cable strand adjustment is
compared with the measured cable force after the last round
of cable strand adjustment. /e difference between the
measured cable force and the calculated cable force is shown
in Figure 13.

It can be seen from Figure 13 that the difference of all
cable strands is within 2.5 kN, and the sum of the slip
amount of the composite saddle is 7.11mm, which verifies
the practicability of the calculation program of a round of
adjustment of all cable strands.

Due to the excessive adjustment of a single cable strand
in the cable strand adjustment process, there will be relative
slippage between cable strands. To avoid relative slippage, it
is necessary to adjust all cable strands in multiple rounds.
/e measured cable force before the first round of cable

strand adjustment is taken as the initial value. To optimize
the multiple rounds adjustment of all cable strands, the pre-
bias position of the composite saddle is taken as the target
position, and the cable force in Figure 10 is taken as the
target cable force.

When the amount of change of cable force during cable
strand adjustment is 50 kN, there is no relative slippage
between cable strands, and there is a large safety coefficient.
According to the calculation results in the previous section,
the difference between the target cable force and the initial
cable force is between −175.95 kN and 250.21 kN. /e cable
force adjustment difference of each round is 50 kN, and the
cable strand construction adjustment is carried out con-
tinuously in 5 rounds. For cable strands with the cable force
difference of more than 200 kN, 200 kN is taken as the target
cable force of the first round, and the initial adjustment
amount of the cable strand is calculated. For cable strands
with the cable force difference of less than 200 kN, the
adjustment amount is 0, and the calculation error accuracy ε
is 0.1 kN. According to the strain incremental adjustment
method, the adjustment amount of all cable strands, the
cable force value of all cable strands, and the slip amount of
the composite saddle in the first round are calculated, and
the calculated cable force value of all cable strands after
adjustment is taken as the initial value. /rough repeating
the above steps, 150 kN is taken as the target cable force of
the second round with the cable force difference of more
than 150 kN, and the adjustment amount of the cable strand
with the cable force difference of less than 150 kN is set to 0,
etc. According to the strain incremental adjustment method,
the adjustment amount of the cable strand and the slip
amount of the composite saddle are calculated in 5 rounds,
which is shown in Figures 14 and 15.

As seen in the figure above, 13, 48, 69, 85, and 97 cable
strands are adjusted, respectively, in 5 rounds of cable strand
adjustment. Compared with the conventional method of
adjusting all cable strands in each round, the optimization
method avoids excessive repeated stretching and relaxation
of a single cable strand in the process of multiple rounds of
cable strand adjustment, reducing the amount of
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Figure 13: Difference between measured cable force and calculated
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construction adjustment, and it also avoids the relative
slippage between cable strands in the process of cable strand
adjustment. /e superposition value of the slip amount of
the composite saddle after the 5 rounds of cable strand
adjustment is 7.0038mm, which shows that the composite
saddle can return to the target pre-bias position through
cable force adjustment.

6. Conclusion

For the cable force adjustment of composite saddle anchor
span of single-tower single-span ground-anchored suspen-
sion bridge, a strain incremental adjustment method is
proposed. /e calculation of theoretical target cable force
and the cable force adjustment is studied by the analytical
calculationmethod./e Jinsha River Bridge at Hutiao Gorge
is taken as the research object, and the following conclusions
are shown:

(1) A strain incremental adjustment method of cable
force of composite saddle anchor span of single-
tower single-span ground-anchored suspension
bridge is proposed. Under the premise of ignoring
the influencing factors such as the construction
environment, this method can adjust the cable force
of anchor span cable strand to the target cable force
in a round theoretically and can achieve the purpose
of precise adjustment. Compared with the conven-
tional method, it improves the cable strand adjust-
ment efficiency.

(2) /e target cable force value of cable strand, the
calculated cable force value of cable strand, and the
slip amount of composite saddle are calculated by
this method. By comparing the calculated values
with the measured values, the practicability of this
method is verified.

(3) To avoid the relative slippage between cable strands
in the process of cable strand adjustment, the ad-
justment amount of multiple rounds of cable strands
is optimized. Compared with the conventional
method of adjusting all cable strands in each round,
this optimization method avoids excessive repeated
stretching and relaxation of a single cable strand in
the process of multiple rounds of cable strand ad-
justment and reduces the amount of construction
adjustment.

(4) Before the suspension bridge is opened to traffic, it is
necessary to test the cable force of the composite
saddle anchor span under the cable-stayed bridge
state. If the difference between the target cable force
and the measured cable force does not meet the
requirements of cable strand adjustment accuracy,
the target cable force and the actual adjustment
amount can be calculated by inputting the sling force
at each cable clamp under the current state.
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